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Construction Engineering II, taught during the Fall 2016, Spring 2017, and Fall 2017 semesters, ostensibly provided Built Environment program students at Stevens an overview of engineering methods. The text—Discussion of the Method: Conducting the Engineer’s Approach to Problem Solving by Billy Vaughn Koen—outlines the heuristic-based reasoning used by engineers to both create and ultimately understand the world we engineer. Despite the instructor’s best efforts, students proved unable to intuit the heuristic as a concept, nor were they able to integrate it into their professional or world views, operationalizing it in their pursuit of solutions. Since heuristic-based reasoning is the core of engineering method for all engineering disciplines, an impoverished grasp of heuristic methods consigns these students to additional hurdles in their journey toward professional practice as engineers and construction managers. In this session, the various pedagogical approaches attempted during these courses will be unpacked in an effort to understand why engineering students cannot seem to grasp the concept of the heuristic. Failing that, perhaps Amps attendees can help this instructor determine why he was unable to impart it.
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